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by Ben Clanton

by Daisy Meadows
When Jack Frost starts causing trouble
at the Fairyland School and the School
Day Fairies need help, best friends Kirsty
and Rachel come to the rescue during a
special week when they are both going to
the same school.

Nat
atalia
alia ttak
akes
es the lead
by Clare Hutton
Helping out at the inn when several
guests arrive with dogs, including two
adorable pooches scheduled to be ring
bearers in a wedding, an excited Natalia
accepts several pet-sitting jobs and
quickly gets in over her head.
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Exploring Aller
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gies
by Judy Katschke
"In this addition to our Magic School Bus
Rides Again Branches Series, the class
travels inside Carlos' nose after he
develops a mysterious illness."

Ice W
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by Amie Kaufman
Growing up in a world where people
shape-shift into one of two enemy
species, 12-year-old orphan Anders is
dismayed when his twin, Rayna, shifts
into an opposing form and is stolen away
by cruel and brutal dragon abductors.
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by Emma Donoghue
A self-proclaimed "good girl" from a very
large and unruly family gives up her
bedroom to make room for an estranged,
grumpy grandparent who can no longer
care for himself and who does not
approve of how the rest of the family
lives.

The Whispering Oak
by Katrina Charman
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by Cube Kid

Hello univ
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erse
by Erin Entrada Kelly
Two boys and two girls explore respective
views about courage and being different
in the wake of a prank that traps one of
them at the bottom of a well and compels
the others to embark on a search-andrescue mission.
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